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From 2012 to 2016, the relation between Mainland China and Taiwan saw landmark achievements and underwent profound shockwaves. During the second term of President Ma Ying-jeou, China and Taiwan reached the zenith of a process of cross-Strait rapprochement. This process began in 2008, as Ma and General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and President of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) Xi Jinping met in Singapore on 7 November 2015. This was the first meeting between the leaders of the two Chinas since 1949. The process itself was brought to an abrupt end by elections held in the Republic of China (ROC) on 16 January 2016. In this election, the presidential candidate of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), Tsai Ing-wen, became president and her party obtained for the first time a majority in the Legislative Yuan (LY). Tsai’s refusal to accept the existing «1992 Consensus» between the CCP and the Kuomintang (KMT), which posits the existence of One China, including both the Mainland and Taiwan, led cross-Strait relations towards a phase of renewed tensions, as the PRC froze relations with Taipei’s new administration. On 2 December 2016, the phone conversation between President Tsai and US President-Elect Donald J. Trump certified the fracture between Beijing and Taipei.

In Taiwan, unsatisfactory economic performances, social discontent and intra-party fighting marred Ma’s second term, facilitating the DPP’s sweeping victory in the 2016 elections. Long-standing structural imbalances and the freezing of the relations with China, however, complicated Tsai’s plans for reinvigorating Taiwan’s economy during her first months in office. In regional politics, Taiwan attempted to «punch above its weight» in the international sovereignty disputes occurring in the East China Sea and in the South China Sea, which involve areas claimed by the ROC. Although Ma’s «Peace Initiatives» were effectively ignored by the international community, Taiwan was nevertheless able to sign a successful fishery agreement with Japan, which effectively shelved the dispute in the East China Sea. Nonetheless, tensions remained high in the South China Sea up to 2016, as President Tsai pursued a less accommodating and more assertive policy concerning sovereignty disputes.

* Key terms and expressions are reported in English followed by a transcription in Chinese characters. Traditional characters are used for terms and statements drawn from Taiwanese sources, while simplified characters are used for terms and statements drawn from PRC’s sources. Given the lack of a standardised system for proper nouns in Taiwan, people’s names and place names are transliterated either in Wade-Giles or in Gwoyeu Romatzyh, following their most common usage. Proper nouns from the PRC are transliterated in Hanyu Pinyin.
1. Introduction

This essay explores the developments which occurred in the ROC in the fields of cross-Strait relations, domestic and regional politics, and domestic economy within the broader context of the rapprochement process that characterised the relations between Taipei and Beijing in the first half of the 2010s. As such, it covers the period between 2012 to 2016, encompassing the second term of President Ma Ying-jeou and the first year in office of President Tsai Ing-wen. While throughout most of Ma’s second term, between 2012 and 2015, cross-Strait relations underwent a process of consolidation, they faced a rapid collapse under President Tsai.

After an introductory section providing the necessary context for the process of cross-Strait rapprochement which occurred during Ma’s first term, the second, third and fourth sections provide an in-depth analysis of cross-Strait relations in chronological order. Section two covers the developments between 2012 and 2014, section three covers 2015 and section four 2016. The fifth section gives an account of the developments which unfolded in Taiwanese domestic politics between 2012 and 2016. Against the backdrop of cross-Strait and domestic politics, the sixth section provides a bird’s-eye view of the major trends in Taiwan’s domestic economy and an analysis of the economic policies of the Ma and Tsai administrations in the same period. Finally, section seven covers the ROC’s role in the sovereignty disputes over the East China Sea and the South China Sea which have affected the stability of Asia-Pacific in recent years.

1.2. The bedrock of cross-Strait rapprochement: the 1992 Consensus and the Economic Framework Comprehensive Agreement

Cross-Strait relations between 2012 and 2016 responded to a dynamic shaped by two key factors. The first is the polarisation of Taiwan’s domestic politics along the axis of the so-called «1992 Consensus» (九二共识) existing between Taiwan’s Kuomintang (KMT) and Mainland’s Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The second is the economic and political impact caused by the signing of the Economic Comprehensive Framework Agreement (ECFA) between Beijing and Taipei in June 2010.

The «1992 Consensus» posits that «the Mainland and Taiwan both belong to One China» (大陆与台湾同属一个中国). While both the KMT and the CCP agree on this point, the KMT has maintained a distinctive understanding of the Consensus – defined as «One China, respective interpretations» (一中、各表) – in order to stress Taipei’s claim as the legitimate government of China. Even though Chinese authorities do not endorse the KMT’s formulation of the Consensus, they do not challenge
its use either.¹ Building upon this shared position, the two parties have enhanced cooperation, since 2005 at the party-level, and, later, during Ma Ying-jeou’s two terms in office (20 May 2008 – 20 May 2016), at a cross-Strait level.² The two parties, however, maintained different understandings of the implications of the Consensus. Mainly because of weak popular support for unification among the Taiwanese, the KMT has generally understood it as an instrument to uphold the political status quo across the Strait while deepening economic ties with the Mainland to Taiwan’s advantage. This approach is exemplified by Ma Ying-jeou’s «three noes policy» (三不政策), proposed during the 2008 presidential election campaign: «no to unification (with the Mainland), no to independence, no to the use of military force» (不統、不獨、不武).³ Conversely, Beijing has grown to interpret the Consensus as a platform to enhance future negotiations for a peace treaty and political talks aimed at unifying China.⁴ In opposition to both the KMT and the CCP, Taiwan’s DPP has consistently refused the «One China principle» (一个中原则) as it goes against the sovereignty-affirming tenets of the party.⁵

The opposing views of Taiwan’s two major parties on the Consensus, in turn, shaped their respective approaches to economic integration with the Mainland. Following KMT’s sweeping victory in the 2008 presidential election and the resuming of cross-Strait dialogues, Taipei and Beijing signed the ECFA in June 2010.⁶ The agreement outlined a framework

2. The Consensus is recognised as the basis for the cooperation between the two parties since the issue of the April 2005 joint communiqué. See ‘A Virtuous Circle of Co-Operation’, South China Morning Post, 30 April 2005.
4. According to Chi-hung Wei, the Consensus reached in the mid-2000s was essentially a Chinese concession to KMT actors occurring within the context of the deadlock in cross-Strait relations during the presidency of Chen Shui-bian, who pursued a pro-independence and antagonistic agenda towards Beijing while in power. See Chi-hung Wei, ‘China–Taiwan Relations and the 1992 Consensus, 2000-2008’, pp. 80-82. As illustrated later on in this essay, Beijing eventually emphasised the centrality of the Consensus in its Taiwan policy during Ma Ying-jeou’s two terms in office.
6. Cross-Strait talks, which had been suspended since 1999 following increasing tensions between the two sides, were resumed via Beijing’s and Taipei’s respective proxies, the Association for Relations Across the Taiwan Straits (ARATS) and the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF). These organisations are «authorised NGOs» functioning as proxies for the PRC and the ROC authorities in order to avoid providing a state-to-state character to cross-Strait relations. See: Mumin Chen, ‘Embracing or Resisting the Giant Neighbour’, p. 402. On the 2008 presidential elections, see:
for promoting investments and liberalising market access for trade in goods and services across the strait. Moreover, it provided a roadmap and negotiating mechanisms to reach further major agreements on service trade, merchandise trade, trade dispute settlement and investment protection.\(^7\) Signed under the aegis of the 1992 Consensus and KMT-CCP cooperation, the ECFA inevitably charged the issue of cross-Strait economic integration with strong political overtones.

The DPP resolutely opposed the agreement, criticising the impact of liberalisations on Taiwan’s small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the short and medium-term, and especially the possible constraints to the political autonomy of the island in the long-term.\(^8\) However, because of the weak popular support for the DPP’s campaign against the ECFA in the build-up to the 2012 presidential election, the DPP candidate Tsai Ing-wen shifted the focus of her campaign back to the 1992 Consensus and KMT’s China policy. She proposed a new, broader and democratically approved framework to build a new relation with Beijing, dubbed the «Taiwan Consensus» (台灣共識).\(^9\) China’s predictable refusal of the DPP’s alternative framework signalled that the 2012 presidential election was a decisive crossroad for cross-Strait relations.

2. Cross-Strait Relations between 2012 and 2014: tense undercurrents beneath a process of consolidation

On 14 January 2012, incumbent President Ma defeated DPP candidate Tsai in the presidential election, even though his victory margin substantially shrank compared to the 2008 triumph.\(^10\) The DPP’s failure to clearly articulate a model of effective cross-Strait relations as an alternative

---


to KMT’s (founded on the 1992 Consensus) was a key factor in its electoral defeat. KMT’s victory ensured the stability and consolidation of cross-Strait relations and, in the aftermath of Ma’s success, both Beijing and Taipei pledged to prioritise the signing and implementation of the ECFA follow-up agreements. The Director of the PRC’s Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO), Wang Yi, articulated China’s post-election Taiwan agenda via a number of articles and statements disseminated on Chinese media outlets during 2012. In his New Year message to Taiwanese «compatriots» (同胞), Wang ensured Taiwanese SMEs, fishermen, farmers and grass-root people that economic integration with the Mainland would benefit them.11 In April, at the 2012 Boao Forum for Asia, Wang coupled a pledge to conclude the ECFA follow-up agreements with a call to deepen «political mutual trust» (政治互信) across the strait.12 In an article published the same month for the CCP political theory magazine Qiushi, the TAO Director argued that cross-Strait relations had entered a new stage of «consolidation and deepening» (巩固深化).13 In this new context, Wang submitted two proposals. Firstly, both parties needed to establish a clearer «common understanding and a unanimous position» on the One China principle; secondly, both parties needed to conclude the ECFA follow-up agreements «as soon as possible» to provide tangible benefits to the Taiwanese people.14 Thus, they would eventually identify their «vital interests and career developments» with the progress of cross-Strait relations.15 Finally, in another article in Qiushi, published in October 2012, Wang framed the themes of his Taiwan agenda with a major emphasis on the issues of unification and of Taiwan’s role within the Chinese project of national rejuvenation initiated under the new administration of Xi Jinping.16 A recurrent theme in Wang’s 2012 statements was the fact that KMT’s last two electoral victories in 2008 and in January 2012 created a historical «opportunity» (机遇) for the enhancement of cross-Strait relations. While carefully worded to avoid overt criticisms in Taiwan, Wang’s statements showed Beijing’s intentions to move beyond a relation

13. Wang Yi, ‘巩固深化两岸关系 开创和平发展新局面’ (Consolidating and Deepening Cross-Strait Relations – Opening Up a New Prospect for Peaceful Development), 求实 (Qiushi), 16 April 2012.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
mainly driven by the ECFA-sanctioned process of economic integration and towards a more explicit political dimension.

President Ma Ying-jeou’s post-election statements were, however, more cautious. After a widely criticised comment on the possibility of a peace agreement with the PRC in November 2011, in February Ma affirmed that peace across the strait could be institutionalised without a formal agreement. Months later, during the inauguration speech for his second term, delivered on 21 May 2012, Ma conditioned the signing and implementation of the ECFA follow-up agreements only on a pledge to pursue a broader economic agenda. This included further economic cooperation agreements with New Zealand and Singapore and the negotiations to access the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).

The contrast between Wang Yi’s bold agenda and Ma Ying-jeou’s cautious approach reflected the persistence of different views on the political implications of economic integration under the ECFA in Beijing and Taipei after the election. However, in Ma’s case, the more muted tone also reflected the persistence of wariness for a deeper engagement with China among the Taiwanese public (on this, see below, section 6).

Cross-Strait pledges for enhancing economic integration during Ma’s second term, in fact, failed to fully realise. In the period between 2012 and 2014, Beijing and Taipei reached and put into effect only one of the four major ECFA follow-up agreements: the Cross-Strait Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement (CSIPPA). After this minor success, the process of economic integration suffered a heavy blow following the failure to pass the Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement (CSSTA) in the Legislative Yuan (LY), namely the unicameral Parliament of Taiwan. Signed by both parties in Shanghai in June 2013, the CSSTA aimed at opening 80 market segments in China and liberalising 64 industries in Taiwan in the SMEs-dominated core sector of the island’s economy. The signing of the CSSTA raised concerns on the possibly disruptive impact of the liberalisations upon the Taiwanese economy and on its questionable immediate benefits. For instance, a report by the Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research issued in July 2013,
credited the CSSTA for a very limited 0.02 - 0.03% boost to the island’s GDP.21 At the same time, a number of polls conducted since the signing of the agreement showed consistent public opposition to it.22 Within this heated context, the alignment with the DPP by KMT LY Speaker Wang Jin-pyng, who had been locked into a feud with President Ma since September, played a key role in halting the CSSTA. Wang’s decision to grant an article-by-article review of the agreement, together with the scheduling of 16 public hearings throughout the LY’s second 2013 session and first 2014 session, delayed the CSSTA review process to be held in the Internal Administration Committee until March 2014.23 Following further DPP obstructionist tactics in the committee, on 17 March 2014 KMT co-convener Chang Ching-chung took the unilateral decision to pass the CSSTA to the LY plenary session without the committee actually deliberating on it.24 Chang’s decision ignited wide popular protests which coalesced into the «Sunflower Student Movement» (太陽花學運).

Taiwanese students occupied the LY from 18 March until 10 April, stormed the Executive Yuan (EY) building on 23 March, and organised mass protests in front of the Presidential Office Building on 30 March.25 The Sunflower Movement rapidly shifted the focus of its protests from the hasty review process of the CSSTA to the broader issue of the LY’s oversight powers on cross-Strait agreements. This shift reflected a widespread perception that, due to the «black box» nature of KMT-CCP relations, democratic accountability had been consistently side-lined in the previous negotiations with Beijing.26 The fate of the agreement was decided in April 2014: the DPP obstructed new KMT attempts to resume the work of the Internal Administration Committee at the beginning of the month, and later it halted the committee hearings on a cross-Strait agreement oversight bill proposed by

25. ‘Students Siege Is Over’, Taipei Times, 11 April 2014; ‘More than 150 Injured as Police Evict Students from Taiwan Parliament’, South China Morning Post, 24 March 2014; ‘Taiwan’s Protesters March on President Ma Ying-jeou’s Office to Demand Halt to Trade Pact’, South China Morning Post, 30 March 2014. The EY is the executive branch of the ROC government, headed by a premier appointed by the President.
26. ‘反黑箱服貿學生要求總統回應’ (Students Opposing the Black-Box CSSTA Demand a Response from the President), 中央通訊社 (Central News Agency, CNA), 18 April 2014.
the EY in order to pander the protesters. By summer 2014, it was clear that the CSSTA would remain a dead letter. Even though Beijing’s reactions were far from being inflammatory, the TAO repeatedly addressed the delays in the CSSTA review process throughout 2013 and, crucially, refused to renegotiate the agreement in accordance with the requests of the DPP and the Sunflower Movement. With the CSSTA stranded in the LY, the other ECFA follow-up agreements on trade and trade dispute suffered a similar fate. Ultimately, the CSSTA reified and amplified the wariness of the Taiwanese public towards the entire process of engagement with the Mainland, envisioned by the KMT since its return to power in 2008. More broadly, the agreement became a conduit for the widespread popular discontent after the global financial crisis in 2008, which had disproportionately affected the youngest and poorest sections of Taiwanese society.

New tensions between Beijing and Taipei emerged once again as early as 2 September 2014, when President Ma expressed his support for universal suffrage in Hong Kong, after the decision by China’s National People’s Congress to screen candidates for the Legislative Council and for the position of Chief Executive and the emergence of the Umbrella Movement (雨伞運動) protests. Against the backdrop of rising tensions in Hong Kong and of Ma’s endorsement of universal suffrage in the former British colony, on 26 September Xi Jinping reaffirmed that the final aim of China’s Taiwan policy remained unification under the «one country, two systems» (一国两制) framework applied in Hong Kong and Macao. Ma’s spokesperson firmly rebutted Xi’s statement and on 10 October the President himself expressed further support for the democratic protests in Hong Kong in his «Proud


of Taiwan, Proud of Our Democracy» address. Ma’s vocal support for the protesters in Hong Kong was no surprise, as Taiwanese public opinion had been sympathetic to the struggles of Hong Kong’s people since the handover of the former British colony to China in 1997. In fact, Taiwanese public opinion had been seeing Hong Kong’s fate as a cautionary tale on the implications of reunification with the Mainland. Moreover, Ma’s predicament was further complicated by the strong public reaction to his administration’s Mainland policy after the signing of the CSSTA a few months earlier.

Conversely, Xi’s remarks on eventual reunification under the «one country, two systems» framework reflected Beijing’s deep concern over the political implications of the March-April 2014 popular protests. Throughout the unfolding of the CSSTA debacle, Beijing appeared to equate any opposition to the agreement as support for Taiwan’s independence. In doing so, it conflated the diverse aims and agendas of the Sunflower Movement and of the DPP into a single independence camp. Against the backdrop of the protests in Hong Kong, Xi’s «reminder» signalled that China would not tolerate a linkage between the independence movements in Taiwan and the emerging ones in Hong Kong.

Even though the ECFA follow-up agreements stalled, Beijing and Taipei were nonetheless able to progressively intensify and upgrade their communication channels and cooperation and achieve remarkable results. With Beijing’s consent, Taiwan (as «Chinese Taipei») was able to participate as «guest» to the 38th Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) – a UN specialised agency – held in Montreal on 24 September 2013. Taiwan’s participation in the ICAO Assembly was the signal of major developments in cross-Strait relations occurring between the two ministerial-level agencies of the two sides, Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council and China’s TAO. In April 2013, one of the most senior KMT leaders, Vincent Siew (Siew Wan-chang), met Xi Jinping at the Boao Forum, where they both expressed Taiwan’s and China’s commitment to accelerate progress in the ECFA follow-up negotiations. Later in October, on the side


33. ‘Taiwan to Attend ICAO Assembly as «Invited Guest»’, The China Post, 14 September 2013.

lines of the APEC 2013 meeting in Bali, Mainland Affairs Council (MAC) Chairman Wang Yu-chi met new TAO Director Zhang Zhijun, and the two addressed each other with their respective titles. A few days later, on 16 October, Wang stated that both sides agreed to conduct reciprocal visits.\(^{35}\) He proceeded then to visit Zhang Zhijun in Nanjing on 11 February 2014, in the «first meeting between the heads of the competent authorities for cross-Strait affairs».\(^{36}\)

Whilst Wang’s visit constituted an achievement for both Taipei and Beijing, limitations imposed by both sides on the content of the meeting significantly reduced its scope. Unconfirmed reports from Taipei hinted that the Ma administration consented to Beijing’s requests to avoid a range of topics («politics, the Republic of China and anything related to human rights, democracy, rule of law and the use of the word ‘president’») (不谈政治议题，不能提中华民国; 不能提人权、民主、法治和总统).\(^{37}\) A legislative resolution of the LY, in response, forbade Wang from signing documents or issuing joint statements that would hurt the ROC’s sovereignty.\(^{38}\) Under such a restricted agenda, the two ministers only reiterated the key role of the 1992 Consensus as the «common foundation» (共同基础) of the development of cross-Strait relations, and discussed the possibility for SEF and ARATS to create reciprocal permanent missions in each other’s territory.\(^{39}\) Zhang Zhijun’s own visit to Taiwan, originally planned for April 2014, was postponed to June in light of the public protests over the CSSTA, but it was still marred by local protests.\(^{40}\) Moreover, while never publicly acknowledged by either side, the implications of the CSSTA debacle also affected the proposed SEF-ARATS plan to establish reciprocal permanent missions in their respective territories. In fact, China refused Taiwan’s request to grant SEF representatives the right to visit jailed Taiwanese citizens in the Mainland.\(^{41}\) Retrospectively, even if the Zhang-Wang meetings did not unlock the stalled process of economic integration, they successfully projected the necessary inter-governmental dimension to the relations between Beijing and Taipei, laying the foundations for the Xi-Ma «leaders meeting» to be held in Singapore the following year.

---

35. MAC, Chronology, 2013.
3. 2015: the end of an era and the Xi-Ma meeting in Singapore

Within the context of cross-Strait relations, 2015 was a year marked both by historical achievements and by the progressive reckoning that the era of cross-Strait rapprochement was drawing to an end. President Ma’s abysmal approval ratings and KMT’s heavy defeat in the Taiwanese local elections held in November 2014 certified the weakness of the incumbent administration in Taipei and foreshadowed a DPP victory in the presidential election the following year.\(^{42}\) The new downbeat climate of cross-Strait relations was evident in TAO Director Zhang Zhijun’s New Year message to the Taiwanese, issued on 20 January 2015. In it, Zhang auspicated a year of stability, development and benefits for the Taiwanese people, while acknowledging the difficulties encountered in 2014.\(^{43}\) Zhang’s message was in evident contrast with Wang Yi’s lofty expectations for cross-Strait relations after Ma’s victory in the 2012 presidential election: there was no mention of historical opportunities to grasp in order to develop the relations, and no mention of the ECFA follow-up agreements. In fact, Chinese calls for stability masked the concern for the future course of relations with Taiwan. This new predicament, in turn, triggered not-so-veiled threats by Mainland China to the Taiwanese opposition parties. During a session of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference held in early March, Xi Jinping reiterated that the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle were the «foundation» (基础) of the cross-Strait relations, ominously adding that «if the foundation is not firm, the earth will move and the mountains will shake» (基础不牢，地动山摇).\(^{44}\) The difficult moment in Mainland-Taiwan relations was confirmed by the first speech of the new MAC Chairman Andrew Hsia’s (Hsia Li-yan) to the LY on 9 March. Asked to comment on a declaration by senior KMT figure Gao Yu-ren about the need to start political talks with the Mainland and go beyond the 1992 Consensus, Hsia admitted that no widely supported agreement had yet been reached in Taiwan on the 1992 Consensus. Moreover, Gao also admitted that there was not sufficient «reciprocal trust» (互信) between the two sides of the Strait to enhance the relations towards political talks.\(^{45}\) Compared to Wang Yi’s call to deepen

\(^{42}\) See section 5.


\(^{44}\) Xi’s addition was not present in the printed reported of Chinese state media but was discernible in a CCTV report on the Conference. See Alan D. Romberg, ‘Squaring the Circle: Adhering the Principle, Embracing Ambiguity’, China Leadership Monitor, Issue 47, July 2015, pp. 7-8, 19.

\(^{45}\) Su Yuanhe, ‘高育仁提超越九二共識 夏立言：時機不成熟’ (Gao Yu-ren Proposes to Go Beyond the 1992 Consensus – Andrew Xia Replies: The Times Are Not Yet Ripe), 民報 (Taiwan People News), 9 March 2015.
mutual political trust in early 2012. Hsia’s comment was a measure of the disappointing trajectory of cross-Strait relations.

Between March and April 2015, another fiasco in cross-Strait relations rapidly unfolded, as Beijing rejected Taiwan’s application to the new China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the multilateral institution that together with the «One Belt, One Road» project testified to China’s new aspirations of regional and global leadership under Xi Jinping. On 19 March 2015, the ROC Finance Minister Chang Sheng-ford stated that Taiwan was willing to join the AIIB. Taiwan submitted a letter of intent to join the institution on the final day for applications, intending to apply under the moniker «Chinese Taipei». However, Chinese authorities insisted that Taiwan follow the same application procedure of Hong Kong, and apply under the «appropriate» name, even though they never specified it. Later, in April 2016, ROC Finance Minister Chang admitted that the outgoing Ma administration considered Taiwan’s application to the AIIB. Most likely, the PRC’s rigid approach to Taiwan’s AIIB application has to be framed within a «soft» retaliatory strategy that Beijing had begun pursuing since the CSSTA debacle, as in the case of the failed SEF-ARATS office exchange.

In April 2015, the race towards the 2016 presidential election began, with Tsai Ing-wen obtaining for the second time the DPP nomination. Emboldened by the November 2014 sweeping victory in the local elections and Ma’s disastrous approval ratings, Tsai began the campaign as the clear frontrunner. Since her nomination, her main challenge was to elaborate a cross-Strait policy that would avoid alienating the more radical fringes of her party while convincing Beijing that she would not endanger the stability of cross-Strait relations by pursuing an independentist agenda – in other words, that she was not a new Chen Shui-bian.

Since her nomination in April, Tsai shaped her cross-Strait policy around three «foundations»: first, the ROC’s «existing constitutional order», second, the «accumulated outcomes» of the previous twenty years of cross-Strait relations, and third the «will of the people» of Taiwan. However, she stopped short from accepting the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle, which remained Beijing’s

46. See note 12.
49. While the application to the AIIB had been considered since November, Taiwan applied on the last day due to pressures from the United States, which had attempted to dissuade its allies from joining the AIIB. Lawrence Chung, “Taiwan Dithered Over Bid to Join the AIIB Because It Worried «How US Would React>”, South China Morning Post, 27 April 2015.
sine qua non for managing the relation.\textsuperscript{51} Tsai’s strategy inevitably made the 1992 Consensus the focus of the campaign, and exposed her and the DPP to much of the same criticism characterising the 2012 presidential campaign – namely that she was proposing a vaguely defined, unrealistic Mainland policy in contrast with Beijing’s precise requests. This time, however, Tsai could withstand this criticism by pointing out the failure of the ECFA follow-up agreements, the stalling trajectory in cross-Strait relations, and the unsatisfactory domestic economic performances which had characterised Ma’s second term. Indeed, the poor performances of the Ma administration between 2012 and 2015 left the KMT little room for manoeuvring. On two separate occasions in April and May, outgoing President Ma attempted to defend the Mainland policy of his administration by emphasising the key role of the 1992 Consensus in ensuring «cross-Strait peace and prosperity».

Nonetheless, it was new KMT Chairman Eric Chu’s meeting in Beijing with Xi Jinping on 4 May that truly captured the spotlight. Chu publicly reaffirmed the One China principle and reiterated KMT’s commitment to uphold the Consensus. On his part, Xi, echoing previous statements issued in March, remarked that the One China principle and the 1992 Consensus remained the foundation upon which the entirety of cross-Strait relations rested. While Chu’s words outlined a vision for a reconstruction of cross-Strait relations in the future, Xi’s statement clearly addressed the eventuality of a DPP victory, reminding about the negative consequences of a blatant refusal of the Consensus by Tsai.\textsuperscript{53}

The threat of a Chinese assertive response to a DPP victory, however, did not affect Tsai’s prospects, and by September 2015 the DPP candidate already showed a solid lead in the polls over KMT presidential candidate Hung Hsiu-chu. On her part, after being nominated in July, Hung Hsiu-chu made the unusual decision to suspend her campaign activities after an ineffective start and numerous negative polls. On 17 October 2015, KMT Chairman and Taipei major Eric Chu substituted Hung as his party’s candidate in the presidential race.\textsuperscript{54} At this point, the KMT’s disastrous electoral campaign foreshadowed Tsai’s victory.

This being the situation, on 3 November, the TAO and the President spokesperson announced that Xi Jinping and Ma Ying-jeou would attend

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid., pp. 2-3, 7.


\textsuperscript{53} Alan D. Romberg, ‘Squaring the Circle’, p. 6.

\textsuperscript{54} ‘Taiwan Opposition Leading Presidential Race: Opinion Polls’, Channel News Asia, 22 September 2015.
the first «leaders meeting» since 1949, four days later in Singapore.\(^5^5\) During the meeting, which was held on 7 November, Xi and Ma reiterated the absolutely central role of the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle for the stability and the development of cross-Strait relations. In addition, Ma explicitly restated Taiwan’s own interpretation of the 1992 Consensus. He also carefully worded the auspice for the broadening of Taiwan’s participation to world politics and the halting of Chinese military exercises directed towards the island.\(^5^6\) The abrupt announcement, hasty preparation and overall timing of the meeting suggested that it aimed at strengthening KMT’s electoral chances. However, the meeting did not produce any breakthrough either at the diplomatic or at the electoral level. By November 2015 it was already clear that KMT’s hopes for a reversal of fortunes were extremely low: post-meeting polls immediately confirmed that Tsai was still leading over Chu.\(^5^7\)

The historical significance of the meeting was probably that of offering Ma, after a deeply unpopular presidency, the occasion to build a political legacy and possibly to lay the foundation for a major post-office role in the KMT. Most likely, the meeting constituted both a benchmark against which to assess the developments of future cross-Strait relations under a Tsai presidency, and a base upon which to rebuild the cross-Strait relations under a future KMT administration. As a matter of fact, after the Xi-Ma meeting, Tsai refined her position regarding the 1992 Consensus. In fact, during the 27 December presidential debate, Tsai, without proffering the term, recognised as a «historical fact» (歷史的事實) that the KMT and the CCP, during the 1992 Hong Kong meeting had agreed to enhance cross-Strait relations on the basis of a «mutual understanding» (互相諒解) and in the spirit of «seeking common grounds while reserving differences» (求同存異).\(^5^8\) By recognising the «historicity» of the Consensus and, thus, its key role in the cross-Strait rapprochement, Tsai got as close as possible for a DPP presidential candidate to ease Beijing’s concern.

4. Cross-Strait relations in 2016: from Tsai Ing-wen’s victory in the presidential elections to the «Trump Call»

The victory of the DPP candidate Tsai-Ing-wen in the 2016 ROC presidential elections upset the delicate balance upon which the cross-Strait


\(^{56}\) ‘MAC Releases Ma-Xi Meeting Transcript’, Taipei Times, 10 November 2015.

\(^{57}\) ‘Taiwan’s Opposition Leader Remains Election Frontrunner after Xi-Ma Summit: Polls’, Reuters, 9 November 2015.

rapprochement was construed. After an apparent period of détente between Taipei and Beijing following Tsai’s electoral victory and the power transition in Taiwan, and a phase of mounting PRC pressure on the new administration to recognise the 1992 Consensus, the unexpected phone call between Tsai and the US President-Elect Donald J. Trump on 2 December deepened the disruption of cross-Strait relations and amplified it on a global stage.

4.1. The apparent cross-Strait détente and its swift collapse

Tsai Ing-wen obtained a landslide victory in the presidential election against KMT candidate Eric Chu on 16 January 2016, gaining almost 6.9 million votes (56.1% of the votes), whilst Chu obtained just over 3.8 million votes (31%). For the first time, moreover, the DPP obtained a majority in the LY, winning 68 of the available 113 seats. Tsai’s victory speech was particularly sober and restrained. The President-Elect repeated her pre-election commitments to establish «consistent, predictable and sustainable» cross-Strait relations. These were to be founded upon «the Republic of China constitutional order, the results of cross-strait negotiations interactions and exchanges, democratic principles and the will of the Taiwanese people».

Tsai attempted to defuse the existing tensions with Beijing without accepting the latter’s required formulation related to the foundation of cross-Strait relations. The PRC’s response, delivered through a TAO statement and a number of commentaries in the media, was equally restrained. Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of Tsai’s victory speech, there was a tendency by both the Mainland commentators and DPP figures in Taiwan to downplay the importance of cross-Strait relations in determining the

At this particular juncture, both sides had indeed interest in emphasising the role of domestic politics in the vote, and thus ignoring the wide popular opposition throughout 2014 against the CSSTA and the process of economic integration with the Mainland. Retrospectively, this probably indicated that for a brief window of time Beijing pondered whether Tsai would change her approach on the 1992 Consensus. Similarly, DPP’s restrained attitude possibly implies that its leadership assumed that there was the possibility to establish a constructive relationship with Beijing. The tipping point of this trend was a post-election interview that Tsai gave to the Taiwanese newspaper *Liberty Times* on 21 January. She reinstated and expanded her position on the 1992 Consensus by incorporating the «SEF-ARATS discussions of 1992» and their achievements as an integral part of her approach to cross-Strait policy.

Once again, China’s reactions to the interview appeared relatively positive. However, this apparent cross-Strait détente rapidly showed its first signs of collapse in the following weeks.

By March 2015, a number of signals already hinted at the deterioration of cross-Strait relations. On 5 March, President Xi Jinping spoke about cross-Strait relation to a Shanghai delegation at the National People’s Congress, reinstating that «accepting» (承认) the historical fact of the 1992 Consensus and its political implications was the only way to ensure a common political foundation between the two sides and maintain positive interactions.

Then, on 17 March, PRC and Gambia jointly announced the resuming of diplomatic relations. Tellingly, it was the first time that a country switched diplomatic recognition from Taipei to Beijing since Malawi did so in the final months of the Chen Shui-bian administration in January 2008. In addition, breaking with the practice established during the Ma years, Beijing did not invite Taiwanese «quasi-official» figures who would be involved in the Tsai administration at its annual Boao Forum. Beijing

63. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
64. Ibid., pp. 10-11
65. ‘习近平参加上海代表团审议’ (Xi Jinping Joins a Group Deliberation of NPC Deputies from Shanghai), Xinhua, 5 March 2016.
68. ‘None of Taiwan’s Boao Delegation Will Be New Cabinet Members’, *Focus Taiwan*, 20 March 2016; Shuhei Yamada, ‘China Leaves Taiwan Officials Off the Boao Forum Guest List’, *Nikkei Asian Review*, 31 March 2016.
sent further ominous signals in April, as media reported multiple cases of forced repatriation and prosecution of Taiwanese citizens allegedly involved in criminal activities from Kenya and Malaysia to the Mainland.\(^69\) Finally, on 12 April, Taiwan’s Tourism Bureau reported a significant decrease of both individual and group travelling applications from the Mainland between the end of March and the beginning of April.\(^70\) With Tsai’s inaugural address due for 20 May, it was clear that Beijing was employing a wide array of pressure tactics to push the President to publicly acknowledge the 1992 Consensus.

No surprises, however, came from Tsai’s inaugural address on 20 May 2016. The President reiterated her acknowledgment and respect for the «historical fact» that «the two institutions representing each side of Strait» met in 1992 and for the «accumulated outcomes» produced by these meetings. Tsai then reaffirmed once more the four foundations of her cross-Strait policy: the 1992 meetings, the ROC’s existing constitutional order, the negotiation and outcomes of the previous twenty years of cross-Strait relations, and the prevalent will of Taiwanese people.\(^71\)

71. ‘Full Text of President Tsai Inaugural Address’, Focus Taiwan, 20 May 2016. For the original inaugural address in Chinese: ‘台灣新任女總統蔡英文就職演說全文’ (Full Text of the Inaugural Address of Taiwan’s New Female President Tsai Ing-wen), The New York Times, 20 May 2016.

Therefore, once again since her nomination in April, Tsai had slightly and progressively adjusted her cross-Strait rhetoric aiming at convincing Beijing that, short of a public acceptance of the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle, her administration had no intention to alter the status quo and was willing to continue along the path of cross-Strait rapprochement.

TAO’s official statement on Tsai’s inaugural address showed a relative appreciation of her acknowledgments of the 1992 SEF-ARATS meetings, although it was clear that Beijing expected more from her.\(^72\)


\(^70\) ‘Chinese Tourist Applications down 15-30%: Tourism Bureau’, Focus Taiwan, 12 April 2016.

\(^71\) The direct mention of the ROC Constitution hinted at the refusal of Taiwanese independence. Moreover, Article 1 of the General Provisions of the Act Governing the Relations between the People of the Taiwan Area and the People of the Mainland Area (http://www.mac.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=90541&ctNode=5914&mp=3).
but criticised the fact that she did not «explicitly recognise» (明确承认) the 1992 Consensus and did not «acknowledge» (认同) its «core implications» (核心意涵). Thus, the address was «an incomplete test answer» (一份没有完成的答卷). The TAO, however, coupled this relatively mild response with the warning that the continuation of the institutionalised channels of communication between the Mainland and Taiwan was subject to the recognition of the One China principle. 73 A few days later, during a press conference on 26 May, TAO Spokesperson Ma Xiaoguang criticised Tsai with harsher tones, this time threatening Taiwan’s access to the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). 74 Then, on 25 June 2016, TAO spokesperson An Fengshan confirmed that cross-Strait communication had been halted since 20 May. 75 Throughout the summer, cross-Strait relations were then characterised by three trends: the stop of the existing institutionalised channels at high-levels (although work-level communication continued); the continuing pressure from the Chinese authorities in regards to the acceptance of the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle via a plethora of official statements; and, as a counterbalance, a focus on domestic affairs and a downplaying of the state of cross-Strait relations by President Tsai and her administration. 76

4.2. Building up pressure on Tsai’s administration

On 23 July 2016, United Daily News reported that former MAC vice-Chairman Lin Chong-pin had received relevant information from two separate sources in Beijing on China’s strategy towards Tsai. According to Lin, Chinese top policy-making circles had come to the conclusion that Tsai would not have changed her position on the Consensus, and, as a consequence, had decided to pursue a long-term «impoverish Taiwan» (73. Cha Wenye, ‘中共中央台办、国务院台办负责人就当前两岸关系发表谈话’ (Leading Official of the Taiwan Work Office of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council Issues a Statement on the Current State of Cross-Strait Relations), Xinhua, 20 May 2015.


Two days before the publication of the United Daily News’ reportage, President Tsai, during an interview with the Washington Post, had answered a question regarding the existence of a possible Chinese deadline for accepting the 1992 Consensus. She had stated that: «It isn’t likely that the government of Taiwan will accept a deadline for conditions that are against the will of the peoples».

Confirming Lin’s theory of an «impoverish Taiwan» strategy, the number of Mainland tourists to the island decreased by 32.4% in the period between May and October 2016. This decrease was in line with Beijing’s preferred use of economic means to reach political objectives, a policy which is generally characterised by the adoption of «informal or indirect measures». Indeed, in the second half of 2016, the PRC pursued an extremely diversified retaliatory tactic towards the Tsai administration. Beijing denied Taiwan’s participation in the 39th ICAO Assembly after having allowed Taiwanese representatives to join the previous one in 2013; it continued the controversial operations of forced repatriations of Taiwanese citizens to the Mainland; and on 24 November 2016, in the port of Hong Kong it seized nine Singaporean Armed Forces Terrex infant carrier vehicles directed to Taiwan as part of the long-established, unofficial military ties between the city-state and the ROC. Finally, the competent PRC’s authorities continued to foster an intricate web of contacts with KMT local administrators, Taiwanese business circles with interests in the Mainland, and even sympathetic youth organisations on the island, in a concerted effort to shift general popular perceptions of the 1992 Consensus.

and Tsai’s opposition to it.  

Beijing’s reliance on the KMT for this aim was particularly evident in the party leader’s meeting held on 1 November 2016 in Beijing between Xi Jinping and the new KMT Chairman (and failed presidential candidate) Hung Hsiu-chu. The latter, since her nomination as Chairwoman in March, had pushed for a more marked alignment with Beijing even against the scepticism of certain party circles.

4.3. The «Trump call» and the collapse of the PRC-ROC process of rapprochement

The existing situation was unexpectedly and radically changed by the eventful phone call between US President-Elect Donald J. Trump and Tsai Ing-wen (2 December 2016). The relevance of the «Trump call» has to be assessed within the post-inaugural address deadlock in cross-Strait relations. It is beyond the scope of this essay to analyse the broader political implications of the phone call in the context of the US-PRC relations and East Asian regional politics. Here, instead, the «Trump call» must be assessed in relation to both Taiwanese domestic politics and cross-Strait relations. According to a statement from the President-Elect office, successively deleted, Tsai called Trump, congratulated him on the electoral victory, and shared her views on «the close economic, political and security ties» between Washington and Taipei in a ten-minute conversation. The statement issued by President Tsai’s office also mentioned that the two discussed Taiwan’s economic development and national defence, and that the Taiwanese leader expressed to Trump her hope for the enhancement of «bilateral interactions and liaisons» (雙邊的互動與聯系).

The conversation was the first publicly acknowledged communication between a ROC President and a US President or President-Elect since the severing of diplomatic relations in 1979. Trump’s tweets about China on 4 December, however, led to a shift in the perception of the phone call with Tsai. Whilst initial concerns had focused on the Trump administration’s recognition of Taiwan independence and/or the abandonment of the US’s

84. David Gitter & Elsa Kania, ‘How Beijing Uses People-to-People Ties as Leverage over Taiwan’, The Diplomat, 1 October 2016.

85. ‘Xi and KMT Chief Draw Hard Line under Need for Landmark 1992 Deal’, South China Morning Post, 1 November 2016. On the changes in KMT’s cross-Strait policy see section 5.

One China policy once in power, the successive tweets of the President-Elect left the impression that Washington’s position on Taiwan would ultimately depend on Beijing’s stances on the sovereignty of the South China Sea and monetary policy.  

Within the narrower perspective of cross-Strait relations, the phone call confirmed the complete collapse of the process of rapprochement between the PRC and the ROC, which had started in 2008. China’s Foreign Ministry and former TAO Director Wang Yi immediately defined the episode as a Taiwanese ineffective «petty move» (小动作) that could not change international recognition of and support for the One China policy. On 14 December, the TAO spokesperson blamed the Tsai administration for having emboldened the «splittist» political forces on the island and reminded that Taiwan independence was a «dead end» (死路). Beijing tones were further exacerbated by the following announcement that Tsai would conduct a diplomatic tour in Central American and Paraguay with the usual stop-overs in the US. At the same time, Beijing raised the volume of its intimidating and retaliatory tactics: the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) enacted a series of air-sea military drills extremely close to Taiwanese identification zones throughout December; finally, on 26 December it announced to have resumed diplomatic relations with one of the three African countries still recognising the ROC, São Tomé and Príncipe. At the end of the day, the most immediate effect of the Tsai-Trump call seems to have been a further hardening of Beijing’s posture

87. Donald J. Trump (realDonaldTrump), ‘Did China ask us if it was OK to devalue their currency (making it hard for our companies to compete), heavily tax our products going into…’, 4 December 2016, Tweet; Donald J. Trump (realDonaldTrump), ‘their country (the U.S. doesn’t tax them) or to build a massive military complex in the middle of the South China Sea? I don’t think so!’, 4 December 2016, Tweet. See also: Richard C. Bush, ‘An Open Letter to Donald Trump on the One-China Policy’, Brookings, 13 December 2016.

88. ‘王毅就特朗普同蔡英文通电话回答记者提问’ (Wang Yi Answers to Questions on the Trump-Tsai Phone Call Raised in the Press Conference), Xinhua, 3 December 2016.

89. Arranged questions from Chinese media during the two press conferences held by the TAO spokesperson after the Tsai-Trump call hint that Beijing could be open to reach a new «consensus» with Tsai based on the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle. The new consensus would state that «both sides of the Strait belong to One Chinese nation» (两岸同属一个中国民族). TAO, 国台办新闻发布会稿 (2016-12-14) (Minutes of the TAO Press Conference on December 14, 2016), 15 December 2016 (http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/xwfbh/201612/t20161214_11653363.htm); TAO, 国台办新闻发布会稿 (2016-12-28) (Minutes of the TAO Press Conference on December 28, 2016), 28 December 2016 (http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/xwfbh/201612/t20161228_11665568.htm).


vis-à-vis Taipei and the prospect of a durable deadlock of cross-Strait relations.

Such outcome leads to the question of why the Tsai administration took the decision to call Trump. The answer seems to be that this decision resulted from two converging forces: the Tsai administration’s conviction, likely emerged between late May and late July, that there was no room left for cooperation with Beijing; and an autonomous initiative taken by certain influential Republican figures near Trump.

More specifically, Tsai and her administration reached the conclusion that there was no room left for cooperation with Beijing only a few months after the electoral victory. This predicament pushed Tsai to gambit on a Trump presidency in order to break the deadlock in cross-Strait relations. This was coupled with the fact that, according to a number of reports, the DPP administration and several Republican figures close to Trump had been working on the phone call at least since October 2015. Foremost among them was Edwin Feulner, the founder of the American conservative think-tank Heritage Foundation, later indicated by Taiwanese media as the key figure in planning the phone call. He led a delegation to Taiwan in the very month of October and met President Tsai. In addition to Feulner, Tsai and the DPP could count on the pre-existing solid relations with figures within or close to the Trump transition team.

Once this has been said, it is necessary to point out that, beyond the immediate euphoria for having put Taiwan back in the spotlight of world politics and obtaining a renewed international relevance, the results achieved with this move remain questionable. The phone call damaged Tsai’s credibility as a reliable partner in the eyes of Beijing, whilst there is no evidence that the coming Trump administration will change the fundamental tenets of the US’s Taiwan policy. In fact, in light of Trump’s tweets on 4 December, and, more broadly, of the «transactional» logic that seems to inform his conception of diplomacy, Tsai’s gambit may have even exposed Taiwan to the risk of being turned into a bargaining chip in a dangerous game between the US and China.

The Tsai administration’s firm refusal to accept the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle remains the most immediate reason for the
collapse of cross-Strait relations after an eight-year phase of enhancement and consolidation which had produced landmark results. This is, indeed, the PRC’s position on the issue, and Beijing has repeatedly pointed out that the solution to the current deadlock is exclusively in the hands of President Tsai.

In fact, this is a rather self-serving claim, because Beijing, as the stronger partner in the PRC-ROC relationship, has been defining the framework of the relations since 2008. Accordingly, the ultimate cause for the current deadlock is its lack of flexibility in responding and adapting to the political developments of Taiwan’s democracy. The PRC remained inactive between 2013 and 2014, refusing to renegotiate the CSSTA even though it was clear that the agreement had not been well received by the Taiwanese public. Furthermore, KMT’s intra-party feuds exposed its passage in the LY to the effective obstructionist tactics of the DPP – even though the CSSTA was a key component in the strategy of national unification via economic integration. In addition, Beijing continued to assume a rigid posture towards Tsai throughout 2015, when it was increasingly clear that KMT was proceeding towards an electoral catastrophe in January 2016. Moreover, for more than a year, namely in the period between Tsai’s nomination as DPP presidential candidate in April 2015 and her inaugural address in May 2016, Beijing refused to acknowledge both her slow but progressive adjustments in regards to the 1992 Consensus and the One China principle, and the numerous reassurances she was sending on the issue of Taiwan independence. Instead, PRC’s authorities decided to implement subtle but easily noticeable pressure tactics to force Tsai to an unrealistic about-face on cross-Strait policy. Within this context, the Tsai-Trump call was the unpredictable outcome of Beijing’s risky strategy to corner Tsai.

Ultimately, the PRC’s policy towards Taiwan between 2012 and 2016 was in line with the assertive posture that the former country pursued in East Asia during the same period. In regards to Taiwan, the PRC’s assertiveness hints at a deep-seated conviction among Beijing’s top policy-making circles that there was no more reason to «hide strength and bide time» (韬光养晦) and that the country must «strive for achievements» (奋发有为) in order to fulfil the «China Dream of a Chinese national rejuvenation» (中华民族伟大复兴的中国梦), an enterprise to which national unification with Taiwan is of supreme importance. In other words, Beijing believes that national unification can be reached more rapidly through a direct confrontation with a DPP administration – even at the price of a temporary freezing of the bilateral relations – rather than by tolerating a protraction of the existing status quo across the Strait during the Tsai presidency.

5. Taiwanese politics in 2012-2016: KMT’s woes, DPP’s identity-affirming policies and a newcomer in the LY

The key developments regarding Taiwanese domestic politics in the context of cross-Strait relations between 2012 and 2016 have been explored in the previous sections of this essay. Consequently, this section mostly focuses on the intra-party developments of the major political forces on the island. KMT suffered heavy and repeated blows to its political credibility among the Taiwanese public during this period. The woes characterising Ma’s second term originated in the unsolved contradictions between KMT’s «Mainlander» (外省人) elites on the one hand, and the party’s, Taiwanese «nativist» (本省人) grass-root faction on the other. Historically, the party’s factional tensions had repeatedly surfaced at critical junctures, taking the shape of leadership crises. The most recent of these crises contraposed the «Mainlander» Party Chairman and ROC President Ma Ying-jeou against the «nativist» former LY Speaker Wang Jin-pyng between the mid-2000s and the mid-2010s. Tensions between Ma and Wang threatened to split the KMT during the nomination of the 2008 presidential candidate, and remained high during Ma’s two terms in office, as Wang used his speakership and the considerable power base he built throughout the 2000s to undermine the agenda of the President and his government. The tension between Ma and Wang erupted in September 2013, when the Ma faction attempted to expel the LY Speaker from the party and revoke his speakership following an influence peddling investigation. As Wang regained the party membership and the role of Speaker after a court injunction, he played a key role in the sinking of the CSSTA in the LY and in the negotiations with the Sunflower Student Movement. As explored in the following section of this essay, the weakness, divisions and scarce party discipline showed by the KMT majority in the LY between 2012 and 2015 became a major factor in hindering the economic policy initiatives of the Ma administration.

The consequences of this negative political performance, however, extended beyond the national theatre and rippled into local politics. In fact, the KMT encountered the worst electoral result of its history in the local elections of November 2014, when it lost four of the six municipalities to the DPP, and Taipei to a DPP-backed independent candidate. The convergence of the 2014 electoral defeat, Ma’s retirement from politics under a shadow and Wang’s own marginalisation in the party after the September 2013 events, convinced the remaining major figures in the party,

such as the new Chairman Eric Chu, to avoid seeking the nomination for an election considered lost before its start. From this stalemate emerged an unlikely fringe candidate such as Hung Hsiu-chu, known for her extreme pro-Beijing leanings. Hung’s own ineffective candidature, marked by political gaffes and ill-received comments on national unification, however, lasted only from July until October, when she was supplanted by Chu.

KMT’s grotesquely mismanaged electoral campaign ended up in Tsai Ing-wen’s victory and the DPP’s first ever majority in the LY in January 2016; but the shockwaves in the party continued to be felt in the leadership contest held in March, in which Hung made an unlikely comeback, becoming KMT’s first Chairwoman. Amidst widespread internal oppositions within the left-wing of the KMT, the former presidential candidate pushed for a new, radical «peace platform» (和平政纲). The new platform brought the party’s position on the 1992 Consensus dangerously close to the one sustained by Beijing, by virtually dropping all the traditional references to the «respective interpretations».

On 1 November 2016, the Chairwoman reiterated her own «minimal» interpretation of the Consensus by referring exclusively to the One China principle, as agreed in her 1 November 2016 Beijing meeting with Xi Jinping. In light of the recent electoral results and President Tsai’s resilient approval ratings, the KMT’s annus horribilis ended with the concrete risk of being marginalised in Taiwanese national politics, because of its pursuit of the radical pro-unification China policy sponsored by Hung Hsiu-chu.

KMT’s woes highlighted, in turn, the DPP’s successes in recent years. The DPP found itself in an unprecedented position of power – holding the presidency, the LY majority, four of the six municipalities (while also endorsing Taipei independent mayor Ko Wen-je) and a majority of lower-level local administrations. From this position of strength, the DPP sought to produce lasting changes in Taiwanese society and especially on the perceptions of the island’s recent history among its inhabitants. On 25 July, the DPP-controlled LY passed the «Act Governing the Handling of Ill-gotten Properties by Political Parties and Their Affiliate Organizations», specifically designed to target KMT’s properties, obtained during its authoritarian rule on the island. The Act froze the KMT’s bank accounts in September, and sequestered its two holding companies later in November, plunging

99. See section 4.
102. ‘習近平回應國民黨: 可進一步談『和平協議』’ (Xi Jinping Replies to the Kuomintang: It Is Possible to Further Discuss the «Peace Agreement»), 上報 (Up Media.com), 1 November 2016.
Hung Hsiu-chu’s party into a dramatic and unexpected liquidity crisis. Constrained by the DPP majority in the LY and widespread popular support for the Act, KMT’s fortunes probably depended on the appeal verdict that is supposed to be passed in 2017. In addition to the Ill-gotten Act, President Tsai also pushed since her inaugural address for the institution of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission for transitional justice about the 1947 «228 Incident» and the following White Terror period (1947-1987) under the KMT’s authoritarian rule. Moreover, in August, she officially apologised to the Taiwanese aboriginal communities for the «racial discrimination, use of native land and forced cultural assimilation» perpetuated by the Chinese on the island. While these measures reflected the DPP’s commitment to foster a distinct Taiwanese identity on the island, they also signalled Tsai and the DPP’s will to change the balance of power among the major political parties of the island while the KMT was in the doldrums.

2016 also saw the meteoric rise of a new political force in Taiwan, the New Power Party (時代力量, NPP) which emerged from the experiences in civic mobilisations of the 2014 Sunflower Student Movement. The NPP obtained five seats in the new LY, and became the third party in the country. In tune with similar movements emerging in Hong Kong – where new parties such as Younginspiration and Demosistō appeared in the aftermath of the Umbrella Movement – the NPP effectively channelled the demands and aspirations of the younger generations of Taiwanese voters who «came of age» during the 2014 popular protests against Ma Ying-jeou and the CSSTA. The new Taiwanese party campaigned on a platform on the left of the DPP, focusing on social justice, constitutional reform, localist identity and political independence. During the electoral campaign, the NPP benefited from Tsai’s endorsement, establishing a «cooperative but competitive relation» with the DPP.

frictions with the DPP emerged as the NPP pressured the Tsai administration on her stance on independence. By exploiting both the DPP’s necessary shift to more cautious positions on independence since coming into power and KMT’s chronic inability to attract young voters, the NPP appeared to have built in 2016 a sustainable basis for political survival as the standard-bearer of the anti-PRC, anti-establishment sentiment in the island.

6. Taiwan’s economy 2012-2016: structural malaises and ineffective remedies

The state of Taiwan’s economy at the beginning of Ma Ying-jeou’s second term in office was particularly discomforting, still affected by the consequences of the 2008 global financial crisis whilst grappling with severe structural issues. The economy had been exposed to external factors since the global crisis, as foreign monetary stimulus packages severely hurt the island’s exports, causing, in turn, weak GDP growth. A response via expansive monetary policies, however, was not a viable choice for Taiwanese authorities because of the low average wages and its consequent high exposure to inflation for the local population. In this scenario of weak growth, low tax revenues, increasing cost of state subsidies in electricity and fuel, and the combination of a rapidly ageing population and an ineffective pension system further affected the ROC’s finances. Moreover, Mainland China’s on-going shift from being a source of cheap labour for Taiwanese firms to a competitor in the island’s key industrial sectors, together with a situation of market saturation in two of the strongholds of the manufacturing sector – computers and digital displays – demanded an overhaul of the structure of the Taiwanese economy itself. Facing these challenges, the Ma administration and the new government led by the Premier Sean Chen (Chen Chu) gave absolute priority to a transformation of the national economy since the beginning of 2012. The government’s efforts focused on four main areas: a tax reform, a reform of the pension system, the reduction of the fiscal deficit, and controls on public expenditure.

111. ‘China/Taiwan: Straitened Circumstances’, The Economist, 14 November 2015.
and the attraction of Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) through Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and liberalisations in the service sector.

The issue of tax reforms was at the centre of the economic agenda since March 2012, when the government appointed a special task force unit headed by Finance Minister Christina Liu (Liu Yih-ju). The task unit’s initial plans for a universal capital-gains tax, however, were progressively set aside by a number of amendments, which were introduced following strong popular opposition to the tax. Approved only in June 2013 and implemented since April 2015, the amended capital-gains tax concerned only around 10,000 investors, with very limited returns estimated between NT$ 6bn and NT$ 11bn. Further tax raises for high-earners and financial service firms aimed to raise an estimated NT$ 65bn were instead approved in the LY in May 2014. Pensions had historically been a thorny issue for KMT administrations, as the national retirement programme traditionally favoured the party’s main electoral constituencies: civil servants, teachers, and the military. The government envisioned an aggressive plan aiming at decreasing the income replacement rates of public pensions by 15% while pursuing similar but less drastic measures for the private sector. This was a manoeuvre aiming at outflanking the DPP’s proposal for a «national conference on pensions». Nevertheless, the KMT’s bold reform plan did not survive its main constituencies’ threat to boycott the party in the coming elections in case the reform passed.

Thus, by the end of 2015, KMT lawmakers in the LY were actually blocking the opposition’s amendments to the reform plan in order to protect the interests of their core constituencies, in contradiction with the original spirit of the reform. The government also attempted to enhance the country’s fiscal position by reforming poorly performing State-owned enterprises (SOEs) and curbing subsidies on electricity and fuel prices.

heavy price in terms of political support. These setbacks caused government revenues to increase only marginally, up 1.2%, between 2012 and 2015. The administration, however, was relatively more successful in its effort to address the ROC’s growing fiscal deficit, shifting the budget balance from -2.4% to +0.1% by reducing government expenditure by 12.6% in the same period.

Broader long-term efforts to transform the structure of the ROC’s economy and enhancing the service sector met a similar fate. In October 2013, Taipei announced the creation of seven Free Economic Pilot Zones (FEPZs), enjoying customs, tax and immigration breaks, and focusing on educational innovation, financial services, value added agriculture, international healthcare and smart logistics, with the aim of stimulating a nation-wide programme of liberalisations in the long term. But the FEPZ’s initiative never passed in the LY due to a combination of internal oppositions within the government, firm DPP opposition, and a widespread perception that the beneficiaries of the plan would mainly be Chinese investors. Even though the FEPZ’s plan failed to materialise, Taipei appeared to have made substantial progress in its efforts to attract FDIs not only by signing the keystone CSSTA in June, but also by reaching the ASTEP and ANZTEC FTAs with Singapore and New Zealand in May. In addition, following the lift in July 2012 of a ban on beef imports from the US imposed in 2007, Taipei and Washington resumed their Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) negotiations in March 2013. However, the beaching of the CSSTA in the LY in 2014 and the freezing of cross-Strait relations following Tsai Ing-wen’s electoral victory in 2016 – with the consequent Chinese opposition to Taiwan’s FTAs in the WTO – severely compromised Taiwanese prospects in this area. Similarly, the Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) talks with the US, which continued under the Tsai presidency, did not produce tangible results in 2016. Indeed, notwithstanding Ma’s FTA push, inward direct investments in Taiwan shrunk from US$3.2bn to US$119.
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2.4bn between 2012 and 2015. 125 Moreover, the signing of the Seoul-Beijing FTA in December 2015, which included liberalisations in the same sectors of the CSSTA, further complicated Taiwan’s position.126

By November 2014, following KMT’s heavy electoral defeat in the local elections, the government’s economic policy lost any residual élan. The only noticeable initiative was a modest economic stimulus package of NT$ 3.5bn (US$ 110m) in the manufacturing and service sectors, dubbed «Productivity 4.0», which was approved in August 2015.127 Ultimately, major economic indicators between 2012 and 2015 were not kind to Taiwan’s economy. Real GDP growth registered an average 2.2% and domestic demand growth averaged 1.9%.128 The current-account balance stood at 11.3% of GDP; average consumer-prices inflation was at 0.9%, while employment grew by 1.1%.129

Taiwan’s economy woes increased in 2016, as the economic implications of frozen cross-Strait relations worsened an already suffering economy. Indeed, the challenges faced by the Tsai administration since May were daunting. Against the backdrop of a sharp decrease in the number of Chinese tourists from the Mainland,130 the new administration had to shape its economic policies addressing both the long-standing structural challenges of the economy and the expectations raised by an electoral campaign that had heavily capitalised on the social discontent caused by inequality, salary levels and job prospects. The DPP’s flagship project for the first months in power was the «New Southbound Policy» (新南向政策, NSP) directed towards the countries of the Indian subcontinent, the ASEAN countries, Australia and New Zealand, presented on 12 May. Previous ROC administrations had already devised economic policies aiming at reducing Taiwan’s dependency from Mainland China and enhancing Taiwan’s presence especially in South-East Asia by supporting local firms abroad.131

The NSP, however, appeared to be characterised by a new and ambitious
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focus on projecting and exerting Taiwanese soft power by fostering people-to-people relations, and by providing visa schemes and fellowships to attract tourists, businesspeople, students and academics to the island. The new policy was ambitious and addresses major issues – dependency on the Mainland, immigration, limited international presence, the need to attract foreign investments. However, it caused major concerns regarding the meagre budgets available to the firms, its short-term impact on the economy, and above all the capacity to withstand the possible (and consistent with the actions pursued in 2016) PRC’s pressure on the target countries.

The second keystone of the Tsai administration’s economic policy was the revival of the national defence industry, after years of decreased spending under Ma. The plan, driven by shipbuilding and modernisation programmes commissioned by the ROC Navy within a 2017-2040 timeline, aimed at producing spill-overs in the other industrial sectors, obviously together with the need to ensure national defence in the shifting context of East Asian regional politics. However, as in the case of the NSP, the contrast between the plan’s ambitious aims on the one hand, and the ROC’s limited budget resources and international isolation on the other, raised serious concerns on the viability of the project. In October it approved the new «Electricity Act», devising a two-phase plan to liberalise the energy sector and stimulate the renewable-energy sector along a nine-to-ten year timeline. In line with its campaign platform, in September the DPP government also announced a 5% rise of the monthly minimum wage and a 10.8% increase in the hourly minimum wage. Finally, notwithstanding wide protests among public sector workers, the Tsai administration also continued its work towards a comprehensive reform of the pension system. The overall situation of Taiwan’s economy, however, remained problematic. Real GDP growth registered an average 0.2% in the first two quarters of 2016.
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– although preliminary estimates suggested a 2.3% growth in the third.\(^{139}\) Real domestic demand growth is estimated at 1.7%, close to the same levels of 2015; the current-account balance is estimated to have contracted by 0.1%, standing at 14.4% of the GDP; average consumer-prices inflation is estimated at 1.3%, and the estimated growth in labour employment was 0.4%.\(^{140}\)

To conclude, Taiwan’s economy between 2012 and 2016 suffered the conflation of mounting structural problems, cross-Strait tensions and dysfunctional domestic politics. During his second term in office, President Ma could rely on the most stable relation with Beijing ever enjoyed by Taipei. However, with an already weakened popular mandate in the aftermath of the 2012 electoral victory, Ma and his administration were not able to withstand the combined impact of the vested interests of his party’s constituencies and the continuous infightings in the KMT. This situation made particularly effective the DPP’s strenuous opposition in the LY. Bold attempts to address Taiwan’s structural economic malaises such as the tax reform and the reform of the pension system were consequently shelved or amended in the LY until they became irrelevant, while precious energies and political capital were spent in ill-conceived plans without popular support. Moreover, the concerted effort to provide a new international dimension to the island’s economy via the multiple FTAs negotiations pursued throughout 2013 was rendered vain by the CSSTA debacle in early 2014, a result of the internal struggle between President Ma and Speaker Wang within the KMT. Regarding the Tsai administration, the first eight months in power saw no critical signs of collapse in the DPP’s solid LY majority, but the political choices of the President hurt an already suffering economy. Moreover, the first major economic policy initiatives of the administration showed a worrying tendency to propose ambitious but generally underfunded plans. On a positive note, Tsai was able to rapidly and proactively address social problems such as low salaries and ageing demographics, maintaining the necessary momentum to face the crucial battle-to-be for the reform of the pension system in 2017.

7. Taiwan in the Asia-Pacific: between sovereignty disputes and Sino-American growing rivalry

The PRC began to send the first signals of a growing assertiveness in Asia-Pacific between 2009 and 2010, during a period in which cross-Strait relations were rapidly improving and progressing towards the signing of the

ECFA. The confirmation of this shift in Beijing’s regional policy arrived with the eruption of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute with Japan in the East China Sea in 2012, and later, in 2014, with the massive land-reclamation programme conducted in the South China Sea. As the PRC’s sovereignty claims in the region are virtually identical to the ROC’s own claims, Taiwan became by force majeure involved in a rapidly shifting regional context.

The Senkaku/Diaoyu dispute in the East China Sea, the first major regional crisis, emerged between late August 2011 and 11 September 2012, as the Japanese Noda Cabinet announced the decision to nationalise three islets of the archipelago claimed by both Taipei and Beijing. In the earlier stages of the dispute, the Ma administration pursued a double-edged strategy. On the one hand, it responded to the expectations of embattled Taiwanese fishermen and nationalist circles: Taipei issued defiant statements rebutting the Japanese nationalisation, and its coast guard even engaged in a water-cannon confrontation with the Japanese counterpart as it escorted a flotilla of fishermen to the islands’ territorial waters. On the other hand, the Ma administration had already officially announced four days before Japanese nationalisation, an «East China Sea Peace Initiative» (ECSPI) focussed on «mutually reciprocal recognitions» and the «joint explorations and development of resources». Indeed, after the water-cannon battle, Taipei progressively defused tensions with Tokyo. On 10 April 2013, the two sides reached an important fishery agreement modelled on the blueprint of the ECSPI, which effectively shelved the dispute. The agreement institutionalised a joint committee to enhance communications between the two sides, and allowed Taiwanese and Japanese fishermen to freely operate within the disputed area, while maintaining their respective sovereignty claims and excluding Taiwanese ships from the territorial waters of the islets. This move, in turn, highlighted the unexpected tensions on the issue

---
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that emerged, rather counter-intuitively, with Beijing. Since the early stages of the disputes, the Ma administration had ignored repeated TAO appeals to the «common responsibility» (共同责任) to uphold together «Chinese» sovereignty over the islets against Japan.146 Furthermore, in duelling with Japan, Beijing had implicitly but nonetheless clearly dismissed Taipei’s sovereignty on several occasions. For instance, in November 2012 Beijing issued new passports containing pages portraying not only the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and the disputed islets of the South China Sea as Chinese territory, but also Taiwan, thus provoking an angry reaction in Taipei.147 In November 2013, China’s decision to establish an Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) over the East China Sea – including Taiwan’s airspace as well as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands – raised an even greater concern on the island.148 From a cross-Strait perspective, Beijing saw the dispute as a means to further bring Taipei inside its sphere of influence and to give more substantial content to the One China principle for the benefit of both domestic and international public opinions. However, the independent agenda pursued by the Ma administration through the ECSPI defied this expectation. In fact, the fishery agreement reached by Taipei with Tokyo implicitly but clearly highlighted the assertive nature of Beijing’s posture in the dispute.

Taiwan’s role in the Senkaku/Diaoyu crisis also contributed to tamper mounting concerns on the state of US-ROC relations. Since the signing of the ECFA in 2010, a number of US scholars, commentators and former policy-makers argued for «abandoning Taiwan» in order to accommodate a rising PRC as the US was in a phase of relative decline.149 By progressively moving the cross-Strait relations towards unification, the Ma administration was transcending the strategic ambiguity at the core of America’s own One China policy, which aimed at «fostering China’s political and economic liberalization and creating a peaceful and consensual resolution of the cross-
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Strait impasse». Countertrend Taiwanese reactions to the escalation of the dispute demonstrated however that the Ma administration was not willing to blindly follow Beijing on its path of «common responsibility to protect sovereignty». A statement of the American Institute in Taiwan appreciating the «constructive response» to Beijing’s declaration of the East China Sea ADIZ proved that US-Taiwan relations were back on track right when the process of economic integration between Taiwan and the Mainland was beginning to derail because of the CSSTA. While US attitudes towards Ma remained relatively frosty in the period leading to the Xi-Ma meeting in November 2015, the Obama administration’s unlocking in December 2015 of a 2014 Congress-approved arms sale package to Taipei – the first since 2011 – was clearly signalling that Washington was willing to fully support the new expected president Tsai Ing-wen.

Taiwan’s pragmatic position in the East China Sea dispute, however, stood partially in contrast with its more assertive posture in the broader South China Sea dispute, involving the PRC, the ROC, the Philippines, Vietnam, Brunei and Malaysia, which has unfolded since 2014. This was the natural enough consequence of the fact that Taipei retains or reclaims numerous territories in that maritime area. As reports surfaced about massive Chinese land-reclamation endeavours in the South China Sea, tensions between the two Chinas rapidly emerged. The Ma administration clearly stated that it would not give up Taiwan’s territories in the disputed areas, but proposed, on 26 May 2015, a South China Sea Peace Initiative along the lines of the ECSPI. However, the ROC’s position was greatly weakened by the 12 July judgement of the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) on the Philippines’ submission against China. In fact, the PCA unexpectedly did not recognise the Taiping/Itu Aba territory, claimed by Taipei, as an «island», but only as a «rock», thus granting no Exclusive Economic Zone to Taiwan. In response to the verdict, President Tsai decided to send a ROC Navy frigate to Taiping.
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